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* Make custom-designed labels for your CD and DVD discs! * Use the built-in templates to start experimenting with different label designs, right away! * Choose between regular, mini or jewel case discs. * Then customize your labels in different ways: - Add your text on a background -
Include background images - Modify text and borders - Use optical effects like embossing, shadowing and embossing your label - Add a star * Import your own photos from your computer and use them to make a background picture! * Add up to 100 CD / DVD tracks to your playlist * And

much more! The software provides lots of useful features that can be used to help you organize your music collection and make it easy to find your favorite artists. Regular or mini discs, jewel cases or booklets * Choose between regular or mini discs, jewel cases or booklets * Use the built-
in templates to start experimenting with different label designs, right away! * Create custom-designed labels for your CDs and DVDs * Choose between regular, mini or jewel case discs * Then customize your labels in different ways: - Add your text on a background - Include background

images - Modify text and borders - Use optical effects like embossing, shadowing and embossing your label - Add a star - Apply a star to the disc data area - Apply a star to the disc title - If you have a disc title with artist info, display it above or below the disc data area - Specify the
background picture to be used - Modify the picture, use the text in it to display information on the disc and apply custom pictures for your discs - Add a background image to the disc title - Modify the text in the disc title - Use decorative frames - Choose the font size of the disc title -

Change the background color of the disc data area - Automatically fill the disc data area with colors of the album you're putting on your disc * Import your own photos from your computer and use them to make a background picture! * Add up to 100 CD / DVD tracks to your playlist * And
much more! * Create custom-designed labels for your CDs and DVDs * Choose between regular, mini or jewel case discs * Then customize your labels in different ways: - Add your text on a background - Include background images - Modify text

SureThing Disc Labeler Deluxe Crack Torrent (Activation Code) Free Download

SureThing CD Labeler Deluxe is an advanced disc label authoring tool which can generate professional-looking labels for your CDs and DVDs and make them ready for publishing. Let's begin! How to use this tool? With this tool, you can make and design CD and DVD labels with ease. Please
refer to the Instruction below for details. About the software license: SureThing CD Labeler Deluxe has a free trial available, which allows you to unlock the full version of this tool for the trial period. It's helpful for you to evaluate the software before purchasing the full version or license.
Features: -Professional CD and DVD label designs -Accurate audio information – supports the TrueCD and AC3 audio formats -Add background images, choose from a wide variety of background templates -Add text or choose the fonts and sizes – supports Arial, Bodoni, Calibri, Cambria,
Candara, Consolas, Courier New, Garamond, Georgia, Geneva, Helvetica, ITC, Lario, Lucida Console, Lucinda, Microsoft Sans Serif, Monotype, Myriad, Monaco, Palatino, Poppins, Tahoma, Times, Trebuchet, Tw Cen MT, Tahoma, Verdana, Webdings, Wingdings -Insert bar codes for content
tracking -Generate bar codes in different formats -Add borders and backgrounds -Adjust the background color and color intensity -Colorize the bar codes, shapes, text and backgrounds -Crop and resize the images -Enable the "Tick"-function (automatically add ticks to the labels) -Change

the font colors -Apply the visual effects (Blur, Distortion, Colorize...) on your labels -Export the images in SVG format to use them in other applications -Automatically import the playlist and artist information -Automatically choose a song at random -Save the labels as a PDF file -Add album
covers -Add a graphic as a watermark to the labels -Add a jpeg or gif watermark to the labels -Add a background image or watermark – the background image will be stretched to the dimensions of the label, the watermark will be cropped to match it -Automatically add the watermark and
background image -Automatically choose an album cover -Automatically add the album cover to the background image -Automatically choose a different album cover for each label -Automatically choose a different background image for each label. -Add the watermark and background

image to the labels -Rot 3a67dffeec
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SureThing Disc Labeler Deluxe

SureThing CD Labeler Deluxe is a highly advanced, user-friendly and easy-to-use tool that is specifically designed to help you create unique and elegant discs labels for you own music or video discs. With SureThing CD Labeler Deluxe, you can easily: 1) Choose from several label
templates: you can opt for creating a regular, mini, with or without jewel case, or insert disc or booklet label. 2) Design your labels with a large number of options that include text editing tools, a built-in effects toolkit, input fields, shapes, cliparts, symbols and of course many more. 3)
Place your music or video files on the label with just a few clicks! 4) Create many styles to make your labels unique and professional. 5) Preview and print your discs and label. You can manage your music and videos efficiently from your hard drive with SureThing CD Labeler Deluxe. It
automatically loads your playlists and folder structure, and import all the files by typing in a few characters. Create disc labels with SureThing CD Labeler Deluxe and join our group ( and give your opinion about the product or share your suggestions with us! Software detailed specification:
1) Music and Video CDs, DVDs, CD/DVD/BR discs: from 1 to 8 sides 2) Layout: 1) No Jewel Case / Album insert 2) Mini (Mini) 3) With Jewel Case 4) Without Jewel Case 5) Album 6) Audio CD 7) 3.5” and 4” Mini DVD 8) Mini BR (Mini DVD/BR) 9) 4.7”, 8.5” and 10” (DVD/BR) 10) Disc with
Booklet 11) 10-Page Booklet 12) Digi (iLok and iRok Booklet) 13) Recordable CD/DVD 14) Various 15) CD/DVD/BD Cover 16) DVD/BR 17) BR 18) 12cm and 30cm Disc 19) More 20) Discs 21) CD/DVD/BL CD-R 22) A4, A5 and Letter-Size (CD-R) 23) 96x120 mm (CD-R) 24) CD/DVD/BR Disc 25)
Disc 26

What's New in the?

SureThing CD Labeler Deluxe is an application designed to help you create a professional label for a record, CD, or DVD with ease. In addition to the included templates and tools, you can also import music from a CD or MP3 files from your hard-drive and export them to a format
compatible with your CD, such as WAV or MP3. Built-in Shapes and Editing Tools The main layout of a CD label can be edited and customized at will, and the included templates give you plenty of design ideas to work with. The shapes included in the package can be used to easily create
text boxes, as well as circles, rectangles, and more. Similarly, the editing tools include the red-eye removal tool, the object selection tool, the text positioner tool, the word-addition tool, the text shaper tool, the intensity adjustment tool, the shadow effect tool, the color overlay tool, the
text-bubble tool, the border editing tool, the gradient effect tool, and the red-eye removal tool. Add Borders In addition to the standard text and shapes, the included templates give you the ability to add borders of your choice to create attractive text and design on your label. These
borders can be located vertically or horizontally. Text and Layer Content The text included in the toolkit can be easily edited and modified; you can select text, edit its properties, or even change its color. The text can be positioned on a layer that can be positioned on a template in just a
few clicks. The application also includes a basic text system with more than 120 fonts and a collection of symbols for special objects like pictures, CD covers, and icons, among others. Add Music You can add music to your CD from a variety of sources, including CDs, MP3s, and your hard-
drive. The music files can be imported as MP3 or WAV files or can even be put on a track using the Audio/Midi Track Editor, allowing you to use these files as a playlist. Import From... Import from CD Automatically import the songs from a CD or DVD into a playlist. Import from WAV Files
Automatically import MP3 files from a CD or from your hard-drive using the audio file importer. Exports Export your playlist to WAV and MP3 audio formats. Customizable Toolbars Customize each button in the toolbars to suit your requirements and create a unique interface
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System Requirements:

Windows Mac OS X Linux Steam Hardware Requirements: Processor: 64-bit (Intel or AMD) RAM: 2GB Graphics: Nvidia GTX 750Ti or ATI HD 7870 Hard Drive: 25GB Networking: Additional Requirements: Access to Xbox Live If you wish to play Xbox One, you must have an Xbox Live Gold
membership and also be signed in to Xbox Live. Once signed in to Xbox Live, you can play for free
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